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Disclaimer
SeaTalk contains information about the conditions o f service including pay and 
allowances, that was correct at the time o f going to press. However, SeaTalk is not an 
official reference. Please contact your Ship’s Office, Administration Office or your 
Divisional Officer for detailed information on these topics.



“SAFE SPIRIT"
WORK SAFE - TOLERATE ZERO 
PLAY SAFE - USE COMMON SENSE
By CMDR Keith Donohue, Directorate Command Human 
Resource Management, SYSCOM

Do you, your family and friends 
expect Navy to provide a safe place 
to work?

Do you wish to be confident your 
ship mates can perform competently 
when on duty?

Do you take pride that your training 
and experience adds to the excellence 
of your ship?

If  the answer to these questions is 
‘yes’, then you will support the 
introduction o f the SAFE SPIRIT 
program.

This program is designed to achieve 
a safe workplace by the identification 
o f Safety Critical Areas (SCA’s) in 
the workplace and the use o f random 
breath tests to detect the presence of 
alcohol in the bloodstream.

This policy means that if  you are 
tested, and the result is positive 
whilst on duty in an Safety Critical 
Area, you will be stood down and 
referred to the Alcohol and Drug 
Program Advisor (ADPA).

Random testing will be ordered by 
your Commanding Officer. The test 
will be conducted by Naval Police 
Coxswains or other Senior Sailors 
specifically trained in this task, and 
the test supervised by a coordinating

officer. The results will be reported in 
PMKeyS.

The ‘Safe Spirit’ program does not 
change the current policy or routines 
applying to the consumption of 
alcohol onboard Naval ships or in 
Naval establishments.

Safety Critical Area -  Your workplace -  00 in 04

You will have the opportunity to 
discuss this innovation to your 
workplace during awareness sessions 
being conducted throughout the 
Navy. Your Alcohol and Drug 
Program Advisor can also provide 
detailed information regarding ‘Safe 
Spirit’ that started in January this 
year.

Remember: Safety Critical Area - 
YOUR WORKPLACE ‘00 in 04'

For further information see Defence 
Instruction (Navy) PERS 31-51 
Alcohol Testing in the RAN dated 12 
December 2003

Point o f contact is CMDR Keith 
Donohue, Directorate Command 
Human Resource Management, 
SYSCOM on (02) 6266 3820.
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WO-N comments
By WO-N David Turner

Well 2004 has started out just as busy as last year. I have 
recently had the opportunity to speak with my opposite 
number from the US Navy and last year spent some time 
with senior Warrant Officers from the New Zealand Navy.

It never ceases to surprise me that irrespective of our 
different sizes and cultures, all Western Navies are dealing 
with similar issues.

Many o f these issues are as a result o f the change in 
demographics, in that young people today have different 
expectations to those of their predecessors. We should also 
be careful to note that ‘different’ does not mean better or 
worse; it simply means different.

The world labour markets are changing also and this 
translates to different strategies that are required to recruit 
and retain Australia’s best people.

Many Australian organisations are dealing with this issue 
however it is more important that we get it right as unlike others, we grow 
tomorrow’s leaders almost exclusively from within.

Rest assured Chief o f Navy and his leadership team, spend considerable time and 
commit considerable resources to these issues.

On another front, the RAN Central Canteens Board has been undergoing a period 
o f change to better meet the needs o f the Navy family. This organisation was 
established many years ago to provide for the welfare of sailors and their families.

Whilst the fundamental role of the Canteens Board will not change, it will soon 
be better equipped to provide a broader range of services to you and your 
families. Keep a look out for more on this in the future.

More recently, I have been busy reviewing the employment of Warrant Officers. 
This body of work will come to an end soon and you can expect to hear the 
results after the Chief of Navy’s March advisory committee.

This is not just about Warrant Officer’s employment but also about providing 
more opportunity and better structures for all sailors to progress to the highest 
levels in Navy, subject to ability and ambition.

Once again, take care and if you see me on my travels, say G ’day.
David Turner
Warrant Officer of the Navy
E-mail:WO.N@cbr.defence.gov.au or Telphone:02 6265 4905

□ ---------------------------SeaTalk Autumn 2004
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All-hours support
Facts about the ADF Mental Health Strategy
Current research indicates that in any 
year, one in five Australians will 
experience some symptoms of a 
mental health problem and this 
applies equivalently to the general 
community and the ADF.

Accessing appropriate and qualified 
health care can be a challenge for 
ADF personnel and their families, 
due to the many problems associated 
with postings, continuing change 
issues and lack of familiarity with 
health services.

A central information service in the 
form o f an All-hours Support Line 
(ASL) is now available.

What is the All-hours 
Support Line?
The All-hours Support Line is a 
confidential telephone service for 
ADF members and their families that 
is available 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. It is designed as a triage 
line, which simply means that it is 
there to help you access ADF or 
civilian mental health services more 
easily. Services that you can access 
include psychology, medical, social 
work, and chaplains.

The Line is provided by an outside 
agency that has been contracted to 
the ADF to provide this service. This 
is a very experienced company that 
employs health professionals (nurses, 
psychologists, and social workers

mainly) as their operators and who 
provide this type o f service to a 
number o f other government agencies 
and private companies in Australia 
and overseas.

The company’s personnel have been 
trained on the issues that ADF 
members and their families face, and 
what services are most appropriate to 
assist them. When calling the service, 
you can expect a qualified, mental 
health professional, who has a good 
understanding of what is available to you.

Who can use it?
The All-hours Support Line is 
designed to help any ADF member 
and their family access the support to 
which they are entitled to receive 
from the ADF, or to help them 
identify what services are available in 
their general community that are best 
placed to help them solve their 
problem.

What happens if I call?
If you call the All-hours Support 
Line, an operator should answer your 
call and identify themselves as being 
from the All-hours Support Line.
They will advise you o f the 
confidentiality rules. During the 
conversation, that is designed to help 
identify for the operator what 
problems you might be experiencing, 
they can work with you to decide 
what is the best source o f help.

Freecall 1800 628 036 from a fixed line or 02 9425 3878 outside Australia
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  QSeaTalk Autumn 2004 ■ ■



In some cases you might need emergency 
help and the operator will guide you to 
getting that help, or can even organise it 
for you. In other cases, your need for help 
will be less urgent and the operator might 
simply arrange for someone to contact you 
the next day. In other cases, they might 
simply give you the information you need 
to contact the appropriate agency at a time 
that suits you best.

What is meant by confidential?
The All-hours Support Line operates under 
some very strict rules about confidentiality. 
They will ask if the caller wants to access 
ADF provided facilities, and most time 
people will answer yes.

For those people, their details will be taken 
and passed on to the agency to which they 
are referred. The process is no different 
than if it was a referral from a doctor to 
another specialist. The only records that 
will be kept will be those normally kept by 
the ADF agency that they are referred to 
(medical, psychology, Defence Community 
Organisation, etc).

Some people may not want to use ADF 
provided services. For such people, only 
enough details will be taken to ensure that 
the operator can direct them to the 
appropriate resources in the local community. 
In these cases, no personal information will 
be passed on to the ADF at all.

If the operator determines that either the 
person or someone else is in danger, they 
might call the police or the ambulance, but 
this is exactly what any other health 
provider is required to do by law.

Mental Health resources
Local Medical Centres. Your local medical 
officer can provide immediate assistance 
and referrals as required.

Psychology Support Section. All Psych 
Support Sections offer a 24 hour 
emergency service that can be accessed 
through your local Duty Officer/Officer of 
the Day.

Defence Community Organisation. 
(www.doc.dod.gov.au) The DCO provides 
assistance to members and families in all 
regional areas. They provide 24 hour 
assistance in crisis situations in all military 
locations and will help with appropriate 
referrals if required during office hours. 
The after hours service can be accessed 
through your local Duty Officer/Officer of 
the Day.

Chaplains. There are Chaplains connected 
to all units in Australia who can provide 
support and appropriate referrals.

The Family Information Network fo r  
Defence (FIND) 1800 020 031. FIND is a 
phone service that provides easy access to 
personnel information on matters of 
everyday interest and concern. It is a 
confidential service that is available to 
every Service person and family anywhere 
in Australia.

Lifeline 131 114 If you, or a friend, need to 
talk to someone about a problem 
immediately, you can call Lifeline for the 
cost o f a local call.

Vietnam Veterans Counselling Service 
(VVCS) This service is available to 
veterans of all deployments and their 
families. VETLINE 24 hour emergency 
line (Sydney/Canberra) 1800 Oil 046

Further Information
Defweb address
defweb2.defence.gov.au/dpedhs/
Internet address
www.defence.gov.au/dpe/dhs
E-mail address ADF.MHS@defence.gov.au

Freecall 1800 628 036 from a fixed line or 02 9425 3878 outside Australia
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Have card will travel!
A new approach to arranging and paying for 
travel and associated expenses
By Kelly West, Assistant Director Change Management & 
Com m unication, Business Services Branch

The Travel Improvement Project 
(TRIP) has begun the staged 
implementation o f the Defence 
Travel Model. Stage 1 involves 
official business travel, and will 
commence from March 2004.

Stage 2 will involve a review to 
determine how the Model can be 
applied to other types o f Defence 
travel, including ADF relocations, 
exercises, training and deployments, 
and is planned for later this year.

Senior Executives, One and Two Star 
ranked Officers, and Overseas (short
term duty) travellers will be first to 
start using a Travel Budget 
Calculator and Travel Card when 
they travel on official Defence 
business.

Some basic facts about the Card, and 
how it will apply to Senior 
Executives and Overseas travellers:

■  It can be used for 
accommodation, meals, 
incidentals, and taxis.

■  It will replace direct payment 
allowances into your bank 
account but set daily rates will 
apply.

■  Individual cards with individual 
pin numbers will be issued.

Crew members in front o f HMAS Newcastle during 
their port visit in Abu Dhabi in October 2003.

■  It can be used for travel expenses 
only, not personal expenses.

■  Cash can be withdrawn from an 
ATM for meals and incidentals if 
required, or in cases where the 
card is not accepted.

■ Defence will save by capturing 
GST

■ People on long-term overseas 
postings will not get a card during 
this phase.

■ A rollout date will be announced 
shortly and the card will be used 
for travel booked after that date.

SeaTalk Autumn 2004
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Further information on the policy and 
processes involved in this initial 
introduction o f the Card is available on the 
TRIP Website at:
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/trip/.

A series o f Awareness Sessions is being 
scheduled for Senior Executives and their 
Support Staff, and for Overseas travellers. 
These will be targeted at areas with high 
volume overseas travel. A schedule will be 
published via DEFGRAM, and on the 
TRIP Project Website.

Introduction o f the Defence Travel Model 
to all other Defence travellers is planned 
from August this year. In addition to the

Travel Card and Calculator, travellers will 
have access to the following tools and 
services:

■  An On-Line Self Booking Tool

■  Accommodation Contracts

■  A Travel Portal

■  A Defence Travel Centre

For further information check the TRIP 
Website at
http ://i ntranet. defence. gov. au/trip/, 
e-mail the Project Team at 
TRIP Project@defence.gov.au, or 
telephone (02) 6266 3636.

Finding PACMAN
Trial of new ‘one-stop’ web site for pay and 
conditions in defence
By Directorate of Determinations

The Defence Personnel Executive has 
designed an Australian Defence 
Organisation pay and conditions website to 
replace the various current websites 
relating to pay and conditions in defence.

It is a collaborative web site providing a 
‘one-stop’ environment for information 
relating to pay and conditions for military 
and civilian personnel.

The aim is to develop powerful, user- 
friendly web access to information which 
will allow defence personnel to easily find 
the site on both defweb and internet sites. 
The sites have been designed so 
information is easy to locate as well as 
providing a powerful search function.

The new website will be trialed for a four 
month period from 24 February 2004 and 
can be located on the defweb at 
Http://intranet.defence.gov.au/pac/ 
and on the internet at 
www. defence. go v. au / dp e/pac

During this period your feedback is 
encouraged to ensure that the web site is 
user-friendly. Administrators and members 
are invited to comment on the usability and 
functionality o f the new website by 
completing the feedback form on the 
website and faxing to (02) 6266 3009 or 
emai 1 ing: Determinations@defence. gov. au

The point o f contact is Mr Micheal Long 
on 02 6266 2935.
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Allowances revised
Revised rates of travelling, vehicle and 
disturbance allowances -  February 2004
By Directorate of Service Conditions, Defence Personnel Executive

Revised rates o f travelling, motor 
vehicle and disturbance allowances 
within Australia have been authorised 
for Defence personnel with effect 
from 26 February 2004.

The adjustments are based on rates 
published by the Department of 
Employment and Workplace 
Relations, used extensively 
throughout the Australian Public 
Service.

ADF travelling allowances are 
explained in Chapter 3 (including 
Annex 3.5A) o f the ADF Pay and 
Conditions Manual (PACMAN). This 
manual sets out the determinations 
and policy guidance on all ADF pay 
and conditions o f service, which can 
be found on the DEFWEB at 
http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/dpedet/ 
or on the Internet at 
http://www.defence.gov.ua/dpe/dpedet/

Personnel who do not have access to 
the DEFWEB or Internet can contact 
the Defence Service Centre on 1800
000 677 to get a copy o f the rates.

Travelling Allowance
Part 2 of Annex 3.5.A o f the 
PACMAN sets out the rates o f full 
day travelling allowance for ADF 
personnel. The amendments provide 
an increase in the accommodation 
rates for most capital cities.

LSBMRohan ‘D oc’Halliday at the 
helm o f HMAS Kanimbla s Rigid Hull 
Inflatable Boat (RHIB) o ff Townsville.

For example, Sydney increased from 
$130.00 to $136.00 (CAPT or 
below), and other increases ranged 
from 2.5% for Canberra, to 6% for 
Hobart. There is a slight decrease for 
Adelaide (2%), Darwin (3.5%) and 
Melbourne (1%). Melbourne’s rate 
decreased from $127.00 to $125.00.

High Cost Country Centres 
Accommodation Expenses
Part 3 o f Annex 3.5.A sets out the 
accommodation expenses for high

SeaTalk Autumn 2004
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cost country centres. The majority of 
the rates in these centres remained 
unchanged.

However, some accommodation 
amounts varied by between -5.5% 
and 19%, based on changes in the 
local accommodation markets. For 
example, the accommodation rates 
decreased in Broome from $116.00 to 
$109.00 or 5.5% and Kununurra from 
$98.00 to $96.00 or 2%.

Tier 2 Country Centres
Part 4 o f Annex 3.5.A lists the 
localities classified as tier 2 (mid
range) country centres. The rate for 
tier 2 (ie mid-range) country centres 
accommodation changed from $95.00 
to $ 101.00 or about 6%.

Seven localities that were previously 
categorised as high-cost country 
centres are now classified as mid 
range centres, for example Alice 
Springs.

Five localities have been omitted 
from the mid-range list and now 
qualify for the other country centres 
rate o f $68.00, for example Bathurst.

Vehicle Allowances
The amendments provide an increase 
o f 1% to vehicle allowance and 
additional vehicle allowance. This is 
equivalent to the increase in the 
private motoring component of the

Consumer Price Index over the 
period September 2002 to September
2003.

For more information on Vehicle 
Allowance see the ADF Pay and 
Conditions Manual Chapter 3 Part 6 
and Annex 3.6A.

Disturbance Allowance
There is an increase of 2.5% to 
disturbance allowance, in line with 
the All Groups Consumer Price Index 
increase o f the period September
2002 to September 2003.

For more information on Disturbance 
Allowance see the ADF Pay and 
Conditions Manual Chapter 4 Part 3 
and Annex 4.3A.

Further information
The ADF Pay and Conditions Manual 
(PACMAN) contains the relevant 
information on the current rates of 
ADF allowances and the qualifying 
conditions for each allownace.

PACMAN is available on the 
DEFWEB at
http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/dpedet/ 
or on the Internet at 
http://www.defence.gov.ua/dpe/dpedet/

Personnel who do not have access to 
the DEFWEB or Internet can contact 
the Defence Service Centre on 1800
000 677 to get a copy of the rates and 
qualifying conditions.

Correction
The caption under the photograph on page 24 of the Summer 2003/04 
edition o f SeaTalk incorrectly identified CDF as LTGEN Cosgrove. As 
readers will be aware, his correct rank is General.
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Treatment tor cancer
Treatment benefits and compensation for skin 
cancer for members and ex-members of the ADF

By Department of Veterans’ Affairs

Members o f the Australian Defence 
Force (ADF) who have skin cancers 
can receive treatment at Government 
expense and may also be entitled to 
compensation.

Treatment benefits for all cancers 
(conditions diagnosed as malignant 
neoplasia), whether or not they are 
service-related, is available to 
members and former members o f the 
ADF who have eligible service under 
the Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986 
(VEA).

Eligible service is usually in warlike 
and non-warlike deployments, 
however, it also includes peacetime 
service from 1972 to 1994. The 
Department o f Veterans’ Affairs 
(DVA) can tell you if you have 
eligible service.

Benefits can be provided as soon as 
DVA receives a certificate from your 
doctor that states the diagnosis, and 
your eligible service is confirmed.
These benefits include free treatment 
o f the cancer, which is provided 
through a DVA specific treatment 
card (White Card) and the reasonable 
cost o f travel to obtain that treatment.

If you believe that the cancer is 
related to your service, a separate

claim for compensation may be 
made. For those with eligible service 
under the Veterans ’Entitlements Act, 
compensation may be paid under that 
legislation and the Safety 
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 
1988 (SRCA), which is administered 
by the Military Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Service (MCRS).

However, offsetting provisions apply 
to ensure that a member is not 
compensated twice for the same 
injury or condition. Other ADF 
members may claim compensation 
under the Safety Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act.

More information on treatment 
benefits and compensation is 
available from DVA on 133 254, the 
Military Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Service on 1300 550 
461 or at www.dva.gov.au
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Ethical issues
Case study 
Inappropriate use of Defence Vehicle

A former Defence employee has been 
required to repay over $2,000 to 
cover the costs of unauthorised and 
personal use o f a Defence vehicle.

The employee used the Defence 
vehicle to travel to and from work 
and for personal travel while on leave 
and on weekends.

The employee did not have explicit 
permission to use the vehicle for such 
trips nor did he have proper approval 
to home garage the vehicle.

The employee claimed, however, that 
his supervisor had given him 
permission to use the vehicle and that 
it was an informal arrangement in 
lieu of paying overtime.

The supervisor disputed making such 
an arrangement but did admit to 
being aware o f the employee’s use of 
the Defence vehicle.

The employee was found to have 
breached the APS Code o f Conduct 
but resigned before action to 
terminate his employment could be 
finalised.

Monies owing were fully recovered.

The employee’s supervisor was also 
found to have breached the APS 
Code o f Conduct in that he did not 
take due care and diligence in 
addressing matters o f inappropriate 
behaviour that had been brought to 
his attention.

The supervisor was reprimanded and 
fined.

Information supplied by the Inspector 
Generals Department o f  Fraud 
Control Policy and Ethics via the 
Newsletter Ethics Matters Issue 10 — 
January 2004.
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Remote leave travel
Remote Locality Leave Travel - Transfers and 
offsets explained
By Commander David A Francis RAN, Directorate of Entitlements

The purpose o f Remote Locality 
Leave Travel (RLLT) is to provide 
relief from the harsh physical 
conditions o f serving in a remote 
locality and provide access to 
amenities not available there.

To achieve this, the ADF provides air 
travel for members and their families 
serving in remote localities to the 
nearest capital city. The entitlement 
can be offset against the cost of 
travel to other destinations, or 
transferred to allow family members 
to visit you and your family in the 
remote locality. This article describes 
the boundaries o f acceptable offsets 
and transfers.

Single and unaccompanied members 
may choose to use Remote Locality 
Leave Travel instead o f Recreation 
Leave Free Travel (RLFT) where 
they have a dual entitlement. For 
example, Remote Locality Leave 
Travel is accrued every two years for 
members in Cairns and Townsville 
and annually for members in Darwin 
and Tindal.

Generally Remote Locality Leave 
Travel provides a more flexible offset 
provision and also permits a wider 
selection o f family members who 
may visit you under the transfer 
provisions. On the other hand 
Recreation Leave Free Travel may be

preferable if  you intend to visit your 
nominated family and the cost o f this 
travel exceeds the cost o f travel to 
the nearest capital city.

You may transfer your entitlement to 
enable certain members o f your 
extended family to visit you. You 
should note that Remote Locality 
Leave Travel entitlements can not be 
transferred to a person already in the 
remote locality.

...a more flexible offset provision.

The purpose o f transfer is to bring a 
person from outside the remote 
locality to visit you. Visiting you 
must be the prime purpose o f the trip. 
Defence will not fund unrelated 
travel that happens to include a 
stopover in the remote locality.

Remote Locality Leave Travel can be 
offset for travel to an alternate 
destination. This can be domestic or 
international, and can involve any 
means of travel including air, sea 
cruise or your own car.

The governing financial concept is 
that the ADF will pay the lesser of 
the cost o f the actual travel, or the 
normal departmental liability (NDL),
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HMAS Coonawarra, Darwin

which is the Qantas Defence economy fare, 
not the more deeply discounted 30 day 
advance special leave fare. This calculation 
basis provides some opportunities to 
maximise the benefit.

Where you and your family plan to travel, 
by booking 30 days in advance through 
Defence, you should be able to access the 
deeper discounted special leave travel fares 
to enable travel to other capital cities 
within Australia.

For example, the normal departmental 
liability for travel from Darwin will cover 
the cost o f travel to nearly any airport in 
Australia if  travel is booked at the special 
leave fare rate.

Additionally the same technique may be 
used to have more than one person visit 
you for the one transfer, provided you meet 
any portion o f cost over the normal 
departmental liability.

If an arrangement is made to travel to an 
alternate destination then that journey must 
occur. For example it is fraudulent to 
arrange an advance of cash for a self-drive 
camping holiday and spend it on a cheaper 
airfare to somewhere else.

Equally, any savings may not be converted 
into car hire at an alternate destination. If 
you do not repay the savings, you face 
disciplinary action.

Infants under two travel free. When the 
child turns two a separate entitlement does 
not arise. The child’s next entitlement 
arises when the family next travels on 
Remote Locality Leave Travel.

If you have two Remote Locality Leave 
Travel entitlements they cannot be combined. 
You will have to travel on two occasions.

Also Remote Locality Leave Travel travel 
cannot be combined with other official 
travel such as travel on posting. You will 
have to travel on Remote Locality Leave 
Travel and return to the remote locality, 
and then proceed on posting.

There is no entitlement to travelling leave 
for Remote Locality Leave Travel. Also the 
cost of a changed or cancelled trip is your 
responsibility unless the change was 
caused by service requirements.

If you post out of the remote locality but 
your family remain behind then they 
continue to be eligible to Remote Locality 
Leave Travel for as long as you are 
classified as Member With Dependant 
(Separated) (MWDS).

By contrast, a child who is not living in the 
remote locality is not entitled to Remote 
Locality Leave Travel. This includes a 
child visiting you under the child reunion 
provision of education assistance.

You may offset your Remote Locality 
Leave Travel to fund a package holiday, for 
which no separate components for 
accommodation, fares or meals are 
advertised. Reimbursement is limited to the 
lesser of:

■  The fare to the destination

■  The cost o f the actual package or

■  The normal departmental liability.

Remote Locality Leave Travel is a useful 
and flexible benefit, but the flexibility gives 
rise to complex rules, which do have to be 
carefully observed. For detailed information 
see your local administration staff.
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MOVE THE FAMILY?
Some advice to help you make the decision on 
whether or not to move the family on posting.

By Commander David A Francis RAN, Directorate of Entitlements

Removals are usually regarded as 
disruptive to the family routine, to 
spouse employment, children’s 
education, and social links with 
friends and family. If so, the family 
may prefer to not take a removal, but 
decide on an unaccompanied posting.

On occasions, removals may be 
advantageous, for example when 
moving to a better location, or when 
returning to a known and favoured 
locality. This article aims to help 
families make the decision.

Removals are not necessarily 
compulsory. You may leave the family 
where they are and may qualify for 
some additional benefits that are 
designed to prevent the family 
incurring the cost of running two homes.

If this option is taken a member may 
proceed unaccompanied and, in 
certain circumstances, be regarded as 
separated for service reasons. A 
cautionary note, the information 
below is a short summary o f complex 
rules. Detailed advice should be 
sought before a family commits to a 
course o f action.

Remember that personnel posted to 
seagoing ships always have a choice 
o f removal destination to the home 
port o f the ship or the members 
personal home port.

An ADF family may also choose a 
removal to a destination o f choice 
(known as an elected destination), in 
which case the ADF will only pay 
what it would have expended on the 
move, and free accommodation 
would not be available for the 
unaccompanied member.

Qualifying conditions to not take a 
removal, and be regarded as 
separated for service reasons are:

■  You are required to live-in as a 
condition of your new job.

■  Your spouse is also a member of 
the ADF and cannot be posted 
with you.

■  A suitable home is not available 
at the new locality.

■  One o f your children is under
taking secondary or tertiary 
education or an apprenticeship at 
the old locality.

■  Your spouse wishes to continue 
employment at the old locality.

■  A dependent cannot move 
because o f illness or infirmity.

■  The move would interfere with 
your spouse’s secondary or 
tertiary education at the old 
locality.
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■  A dependent cannot undertake the move 
because o f a recognised special need.

For more information see ADF Pay and
Conditions Manual (PACMAN) Chapter 1.

If one o f these conditions are met then the
member may proceed unaccompanied and
receive the following benefits:

■  Continued occupancy o f a service 
residence or rent allowance at the old 
locality.

■  Free accommodation, either living-in 
(including free meals) or rent allowance 
(at service discretion) at the new 
locality. If rent allowance is granted, a 
food allowance is paid to make up for 
the absence o f free meals when living- 
in.

■  Separation Allowance.

■  Reunion visits at two-month intervals. 
Reunion travel can be transferred to a 
dependent. Note: seagoing personnel 
have very limited access to reunion 
visits outside refit periods. See 
PACMAN Chapter 3 Part 5.

Sole parent access to members with 
dependent separated conditions depends on 
the degree o f access.

Generally a parent who provides a home 
for a dependent for a minimum o f 90 
nights per year will be recognised as a 
member with dependents. See PACMAN 
Chapter 1.

Home ownership can prevent access to 
ADF housing assistance.

The aim of most provisions is to keep an 
ADF family together. Where this is not 
necessarily the best option for the family 
then the ADF seeks to ensure that families 
do not have to bear the cost o f running two 
homes.

Detailed advice is available from your 
local administration office, from Defence 
Corporate Support offices, the FIND 
organisation, the Defence Housing 
Authority, and from the Defence 
Community Organisation.

SBLT Danny Alderton o f HMAS Stuart greets his son Curtis on returning from Operation Relex
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Buying a home?
Financial assistance may be available for the 
purchase and sale of you home
By Commander David A Francis RAN, Directorate ot Entitlements

If  you are considering buying a home 
o f your own the ADF provides 
considerable assistance via the Home 
Purchase Assistance Scheme (HPAS) 
and the related Home Purchase or 
Sale Expenses Allowance (HPSEA).

The cycle starts with a purchase 
under the Home Purchase Assistance 
Scheme. Conditions are:

■  Be a serving member - marital 
state is not relevant.

■  Have at least one year to serve in a 
locality before your next posting,

■  Buy a home in the locality of 
posting and occupy it as your 
residence.

■  Have not previously been assisted.

Meet the criteria and you become 
entitled to a payment o f $13,220.
This is fully taxable but is not 
reportable for FBT purposes.

If it is your first home purchase then 
you may also be eligible for the federal 
government’s First Home Owner’s 
Grant, which is not means tested.

Once you have entered the home 
ownership cycle via Home Purchase 
Assistance Scheme, then on every 
posting which entails a removal you 
may sell and buy your own home and 
have necessary expenses reimbursed 
under HPSEA.

HPSEA conditions are:

■ Have a posting that entitles you to 
a removal and you (and your 
family if applicable) move to the 
new posting locality.

■  Sell your home in the old locality 
within two years o f promulgation 
of your posting, and

■  Enter a contract to buy during the 
period between the date your 
posting is promulgated, and 4 
years after you arrive in the new 
locality, and

...sell and buy your own home and have 
necessary expenses reimbursed...

■  Have at least 12 months to serve 
in the new posting locality on the 
date o f contract,

■  Occupy the home as your 
residence.

For both the sale and the purchase 
under HPSEA you can apply to have 
necessary sale and purchase expenses 
reimbursed. These can include duties 
and fees to governments, auctioneer 
and agents’ fees, solicitors’ fees and 
legal costs and some mortgage 
stop/start costs.
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The scheme will not help you buy an 
investment property to earn rent. However 
if posted out o f the locality you may rent 
your residence out until you are posted 
back to re-occupy it, or sell it on a 
subsequent eligible posting and satisfy the 
eligibility criteria, or sell it on discharge 
provided you lived in the home 
immediately prior to discharge.

HPSEA does require continuity of the buy- 
sell-buy cycle, but not necessarily at each 
and every posting. If you break the cycle 
then provision exists to re-enter it, however 
one reimbursement o f purchase expenses 
will be lost.

The scheme is flexible and special 
provisions apply to cater for service 
overseas, postings for less than one year, 
unaccompanied postings, member required 
to live in, and service in remote localities.

Additional rules cater for families where 
both members o f a relationship are

members of the ADF, purchase o f land 
prior to a posting, building a new home, 
and cater for the sale o f a home on 
discharge. There is no provision for 
purchase on discharge.

The assistance described above may be 
taken in addition to other forms of support 
provided by the federal government first 
home buyers’ scheme, and the two ADF 
subsidized home loan schemes.

For more information see your unit 
administration, or read the ADF Pay and 
Conditions Manual (PACMAN) Chapter 4 
Part 8. PACMAN can be found on the 
DEFWEB at
http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/dpedet/ 
or on the Internet at 
http://www.defence.gov.ua/dpe/dpedet/

Personnel who do not have access to the 
DEFWEB or Internet can contact the 
Defence Service Centre on 1800 000 677 
to get a copy o f the relevant sections.

Frequently asked health questions on overseas travel

I am travelling overseas on leave, do I need to get travel insurance to cover any 
medical costs which may result from any accident or illness? Do I need travel 
insurance to cover repatriation costs to Australia if required?

Whilst technically ADF personnel travelling overseas on approved leave are entitled 
to medical treatment, a traveller may be inconvenienced or experience delays trying 
to contact the relevant authorities to gain medical treatment through ADF services. It 
is highly recommended to obtain travel insurance to ensure treatment is available 
without delay, it is also advisable to inform the relevant Australian Embassy or High 
Commission of travel plans particularly when in remote areas. Repatriation costs are 
covered for ADF personnel on overseas leave should the need arise, however ADF 
members obtaining travel insurance are less likely to experience delays in obtaining 
this service.

The above is extracted from  the Defence Health Service site on the Defweb at 
http.V/defweb. cbr. defence.gov. au/dpedhs/infocentre/faq
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Calling all CPOs
Read all about the new Chief Petty Officers’ 
Leadership Development Program— CLDP
By Warrant Officer Gary Bromley and 

Warrant Officer Darren Jeffs, CSC

In September 2003, Director General Navy 
Personnel and Training released a signal 
(WHB/WEB 250012Z SEP 03) detailing 
the changes to Navy’s Leadership, 
Management and Personal Development 
(LMPD) Education and Training Program.

This message introduced improvements to 
the sailor LMPD continuum, which 
devolved from work conducted at Recruit 
and category schools under the Sea Eagle 
series o f projects.

More importantly, the long-revered Senior 
Sailors’Advanced Staff Skills Course 
Phase 2 (SSASSC2) has been replaced by 
the Chief Petty Officers’ Leadership 
Development Program (CLDP).

Approximately 70 per cent o f this new 
course is revised, with about 25 per cent of 
this being new content. The intent is to fit 
CPOs/POs with the skills and knowledge 
to competently perform the duties o f a 
Warrant Officer.

Some of the new modules that have been 
added are:

■  Coaching and mentoring.

■  Workforce planning.

■  Physical development.

■  Contemporary leadership issues.

Keeping the above changes in mind, the 
CPO Leadership and Development 
Program is still a three week residential 
course and remains a pre-requisite for 
promotion to Warrant Officer. To ensure 
that each sailor takes an active interest in 
their own advancement, DSCM will no 
longer post personnel to the course.

Therefore, personnel wishing to attempt the 
CPO Leadership and Development 
Program, should nominate themselves via 
PT115 action. Course dates can be found in 
the RANCP and on PMKeys.

Nominations for the course will close four 
weeks prior to the commencement date.

The following information is supplied to 
assist prospective students in nominating 
for the course or gaining further 
information about the CPO Leadership and 
Development Program:

Course number 200977 
CLDP telephone (02) 4429 7961 
Training Admin fax(02) 4429 7811 
creswell.trainingsupport@defence.gov.au

Points for contact are:
Gary.Bromley@defence.gov.au
Darren.Jeffs@defence.gov.au

So when you have a few weeks free in 
your schedule come along to Creswell and 
embark on a learning experience.
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Personnel initiatives
Progress report from the Personnel Initiative 
Team (PIT)

By CAPT Phil Parkins, AM, RANR

The last issue of SEATALK heralded 
the arrival of Chief of Navy’s 
Personnel Initiative Team (PIT) and 
set out its aims. The team has been 
supplemented by two junior sailors, 
and while these first two have since 
moved on, they are to be replaced. A 
junior officer is now with the team 
for the duration.

Since its inception, the PIT has 
visited ships and establishments in 
Sydney, Western Australia, Cairns 
and Darwin as well as HMAS 
Cerberus, Albatross and Creswell.

The team has now been face to face 
with about 12% of the Navy, and 
with the follow-up visits planned will 
see more and more of our people.

.mostly about just listening to people.

This round will include sea-riding 
and discussion groups in Canberra, as 
well as second visits to the other 
places.

These initial visits were mostly about 
just listening to people. After every 
visit the PIT analyses what has been 
said and discusses any suggestions 
and possible solutions. Consequently, 
some o f the later visits have included

a first look at some o f the outcomes 
of the first few discussion groups.

At the same time the PIT has 
received many emails from 
individuals who have offered 
suggestions and comments about 
various aspects o f service life.

PIT report to Chief of Navy
The PIT has already reported to CN 
that there are three primary 
philosophical or conceptual themes 
which have emerged from the groups 
and subsequent PIT discussions and 
analysis. They are:

■  The strategic importance o f the 
people issue — there is increasing 
and strident cynicism over the 
perceived lip service paid to the 
‘people are our most important 
asset’ type o f statement, compared 
to decisions and actions which 
seem to directly contradict the 
notion.

■  Our people feel undervalued in 
terms o f recognition and reward. 
More importantly there is a strong 
perception that their intelligence 
and capacity to contribute is 
undervalued.

■  In general, the Navy solves HR 
problems well, once it has 
become clear that we have a
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problem. However, we have failed to 
adapt to some significant cultural 
changes, especially those that have been 
forced by external pressures. There are 
many, many examples, but two which 
are topical are:

•  Increased OPTEMPO -  we have 
attempted to meet increasing 
demands on our ships and our 
people with, broadly speaking, the 
same processes by which we dealt 
with lower OPTEMPO

•  RA -  we have not adapted to a 
major change in culture which 
affects cohesion, teamwork and 
discipline.

Issues - General
The originally expressed areas of 
contention, gleaned from surveys and other 
data were postings, family issues, career 
management issues, and the perception that 
the ‘grass is greener’ in civilian life.

The discussions have confirmed those as 
the main reasons people are separating 
from the Navy, but that there are a myriad 
o f contributing factors which lead to 
people reaching conclusions on these four 
themes. The relationships between these 
factors and personal and family issues are 
complex and, importantly, often very 
personal.

The PIT has taken the results o f the 
discussion groups and re-categorised them. 
The original four themes are interwoven 
through these new categories, which are:

■  Geographic stability/family issues. It is 
axiomatic that more stability and 
certainty o f postings would improve 
family life.

■  Career management and postings. Most 
people acknowledge that the ‘posters’ 
are trapped in the circle o f increasing 
demand against insufficient supply. 
Nevertheless, this is no reason not to

ABCK Melissa Casey preparing dinner 
onboard HMAS Warramunga

apply changes in process, attitude and 
access.

■  Workload and respite. There is a 
perception that we are asking more and 
giving less.

■  Image, ethos and pride. That there is 
insufficient attention to this is felt at 
both the individual level, and in terms 
o f whole-of-Navy.

■  Leadership. Inconsistency, lack of 
encouragement, sometimes abusive and 
belittling treatment are complaints 
directed at immediate supervisors. Lack 
o f visibility, a lack o f appreciation o f 
the workload being imposed, too much 
‘business’ approach are seen as senior 
leadership issues.

■  Communications. Because o f the 
technologically driven explosion of 
information avenues, there is too much 
information being disseminated - yet 
the right information is not reaching the 
right people.
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■  Being a ‘Smart Navy’. Access to 
education should be improved. There is 
insufficient flexibility in the use of 
previous or recently gained skills or 
qualifications, and we need to address 
the non-acceptance that our people are 
generally better educated than in the 
past.

■  Most potential solutions are applicable 
to both sailors and officers, but Junior 
Officers have additional concerns.

Prospective solutions to specific problems 
range from major organisational and 
cultural change to relatively minor business 
process change.

Further Information -  the PIT 
Website
The above is only the tip of the iceberg.
For further details on the PIT and its

activities a website has been established on 
the Defence intranet in the Chief o f Navy’s 
pages.

The intention is that PIT will use this 
website to publish findings and thoughts on 
the various subjects raised by discussion 
groups. It is very much a live site, and the 
current content is only the beginning.

For example, the ‘PIT Current Issues’ 
pages discuss potential solutions to about 
half o f the issues discussed so far.

While the Chief o f Navy is being kept 
informed of PIT progress, and is generally 
very supportive o f the subjects PIT has 
discussed with him, it is important to 
understand that, at this stage, the potential 
solutions raised on the website are for 
discussion purposes only. PIT welcomes 
comments, good or bad.
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Navy uniforms \m m

An update on uniform related issues
By M r John G ill, Manager - Navy Uniform s

As readers o f the last SeaTalk would 
recall, I welcomed Harriet 
Moutsopoulos to the team, to fill the 
temporary vacancy that occurred with 
the Staff Officer Uniforms position. 
Well, the fickle hand o f fate stepped 
in and Harriet has subsequently left 
the Section as a result o f a permanent 
vacancy occurring elsewhere within 
the Department.

Consequently, the new year sees the 
Section short-staffed in the 
permanent employee stakes, but 
continuing to function with reserve 
assistance from POSN Sue Collicutt 
(aka Mrs Sue Collicutt and the 
former Staff Officer), and LSSN 
Debbie Locke.

Sue is concentrating on a number of 
special projects (NAVSUPMAN 18 
re-write and Clothing Card 
development), whilst Debbie (who 
works Tuesdays and Wednesdays) is 
concentrating primarily on Defective 
Clothing Reports and ad-hoc requests 
for Greatcoats. I anticipate that the 
vacancy created by Sue’s departure 
will be rectified in March.

Big News
The big news for the new year, is that 
Deputy Chief o f Navy has now 
signed-off on the revised ABR 81 
(Uniform Instructions for the RAN),

which is now with the publishers for 
printing. The manual will also be 
available electronically on the 
intranet.

I do not expect that it will become 
available for a couple o f months, 
however, and a wide distribution 
message will be sent out to advertise 
the publishing at a later stage.

The manual has been completely 
revisited, and a brief example of 
some of the changes is as follows:

■  Chapter 3 has had annexes 
included to show photographs of 
all the uniforms referred to in the 
tables o f dress, tables have been 
updated to reflect occasions for 
wear o f Utility Jacket, optional 
items, new cooks working dress, 
and permitting combat socks to be 
worn with elastic sided safety 
boots when S9 (WD Shorts) is 
being worn.

■  Grooming standards for hair and 
beards have been revised to make 
them more equitable and to 
establish a benchmark for 
minimum hair lengths, based on 
constraints enforced at the Recruit 
Training School.

■  Policies for the wearing o f non- 
visible body piercing jewelry, 
facial tattoos and use of
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Sailors onboard HMAS Warramunga as she sails fo r Operation Celeste

‘unofficial’ name badges by Groups has 
been added.

■  The tailoring costs that will be met by 
the Commonwealth has been revised to 
reflect provision of the service for 
ceremonial uniforms only, instead of 
previously also indicating sewing of 
badges on working dress uniforms.

■  Policy with regard to Equity and 
Diversity for dress and grooming by 
personnel o f different religious and 
cultural beliefs has been incorporated.

■  New policy has been generated to 
formalise the convention of using 
‘Unofficial’ cummerbunds bearing 
Ship/Squadron/Establishment or 
Qualification/Branch motifs.

■  New policy has been included 
regarding the wearing of 
sunglasses/tinted prescription 
spectacles.

■  The carriage o f umbrellas has been 
relaxed to also permit items bearing 
RAN motifs (ie, Brand NAVY or 
Ship/Establishment).

■  The section on the wearing o f awards 
has been amended to include the ability 
to wear miniature medals with the 
Winter Ceremonial Coat when it is 
being worn in lieu o f a mess jacket.

Points of contact
Navy Uniforms Section points o f contact 
are as follows:

Manager — Mr John Gill, R1-4-C039, 
Telephone (02) 6265 7316,
Fax (02) 6265 5050,
E-mail John.Gill@defence.gov.au

SO - Vacant

ASO - LSSN Debbie Locke,
Telephone (02) 6265 5197,
Fax (02) 6265 5050,
E-mail Debra.Locke@defence.gov.au 
(Tuesday and Wednesday only)

Find us on the Defence Restricted Network 
under Defence Site - Navy (click on 
organisations and then the folder next to 
‘Navy Headquarters’ to get to the Uniforms 
Home Page).
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It’s all about balance
Balancing individual and Service needs in 
officer posting decisions
By Directorate of Naval Officers’ Postings

A delicate balance has to be achieved 
when considering posting require
ments versus the Navy’s legitimate 
concern for Retention. The word 
‘balance’ can present staff at the 
Directorate o f Naval Officers’ 
Postings (DNOP) with some unique 
challenges.

The current manpower pressures pose 
a constant management challenge for 
the staff o f the DNOP to effectively 
and efficiently ensure the Navy is 
manned at its optimum level in order 
to meet the outputs required and 
expected by government.

To assist Career Managers, Navy 
Headquarters (NHQ) has provided 
broad posting priorities and 
guidelines promulgated in NHQ 
AUSTRALIA WAD 210512Z AUG 03.

Using this guidance, how does 
DNOP address these requirements 
while still providing a satisfying and 
equitable career path for its members, 
an important aspect in the problem of 
retention?

Generally, the guidance all desk 
officers in DNOP apply is that the 
corporate needs o f the Navy and the 
individual must be balanced. At times 
there are the ‘swings and

roundabouts’, such as the operational 
requirements having to be met. This 
is the increased ‘op tem po’ often 
mentioned o f late.

DNOP staff are also very cognisant 
o f ensuring postings are equitable, 
and take into account, whenever 
possible, the officer’s individual 
circumstances and family issues. The 
need to provide appropriate relief 
from continued operational tasking is 
also recognised -  this is not only a 
duty of care requirement, but also 
ensures Navy can sustain operations 
for extended periods.

.there are the ‘swings and roundabouts’

Personnel initiatives such as Part 
Time Leave Without Pay (PTLWOP), 
Long Service Leave (LSL) as a 
respite tool during full time service 
and hard management decisions (at 
all command levels) on which billets 
can be gapped for leave, all play a 
role in addressing this matter.

On an individual basis, your 
respective desk officer will act as 
your advocate, while the corporate 
perspective will be addressed by one 
o f the Assistant Directors, or DNOP
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LEUT Sam Hobson in the flight control position onboard HMAS Melbourne.

himself, dependant on the rank of the 
person concerned. All postings are 
approved at a level at least two ranks 
higher than that o f the officer being posted 
-  your desk officer doesn’t ‘post’ you, 
although they do much of the leg work.

This means you need to ensure you provide 
as much information to your desk officer as 
you think they need, to ensure a fully 
informed decision can be made.

Remember however, to keep your own 
command chain informed of your 
intentions and desires where appropriate.

The above is not meant to be exhaustive or 
exclusive o f how DNOP performs this 
balancing act, but to provide some insight 
o f the factors and issues weighed before 
any posting action is undertaken.

The DNOP Web-page 
http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/dpednop 

provides more information.

For any queries raised by this article, your 
point o f contact is your respective Desk 
Officer in DNOP.

areyou

Phone
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Reserves Column
By CMDR Joseph Lukaitis, RFD, RANR 

D irector Naval Reserve Support - V ictoria

Naval Reserve Symposium 2004
The second Naval Reserve 
Symposium was successfully held in 
Sydney on 6 February 2004 on the 
final day o f the Pacific 2004 
Maritime Conference at Darling 
Harbour.

Over 150 Naval Reservists, together 
with a number o f civilians attended 
the Symposium, which this year had 
the theme of ‘Sharing the Defence 
Experience’.

The Symposium was opened by 
Chief o f Navy, VADM Chris Ritchie 
AO RAN, with the key address being 
given by the Hon. Mai Brough MP, 
the Minister assisting the Minister for 
Defence.

A number o f papers were presented 
by Reservists under the new Royal 
Australian Naval Reserve 
Professional Studies Program. This 
new program aims to provide 
information and studies on the 
crossover between Navy skills and 
civilian corporate skills and interest 
so as to persuade employers of the 
benefits o f employing and releasing 
Reservists for Naval service.

There were 12 papers in total 
presented at the Symposium 
addressing a range o f subjects and 
these papers will be published and 
made available to Reservists later in
2004.

Civilian recruiting into the 
Naval Reserve
The Navy Recruiting Directive for 
Reserves for the 2004/2005 financial 
year has recently been published. The 
Directive establishes 100 Officer 
entry and 50 Sailor entry targets.

The Directive enlarges the number of 
PQ categories previously available to 
civilians. The new officer entry 
categories are Seaman, Information 
Technology, Marine Engineer, 
Maritime Trade Officer and Supply 
(Operational Logistics).

The new sailor categories available 
are General Duties (Ships Husbandry), 
MT, CK/STD (Catering), MED/DEN 
(Health) and PHOT. The new targets 
will come into effect from 1 July 2004.

New Naval Reserve Defence 
Instructions
There has been a complete revision 
o f Defence Instruction (Navy) Admin 
6-1, which sets out the ‘Naval 
Reserve Functions and Roles’. The 
new DI(N) was issued in November
2003 and is a complete revision o f 
the old DI(N) 6-1.

A new DI(N) Admin 6-4 will be 
issued shortly on the Royal 
Australian Naval Reserve 
Professional Studies Program, which 
was launched at the Naval Reserve 
Symposium on 6 February, 2004.
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DI(N) 6-2 Administration o f the Naval 
Reserve is in the final stages o f revision 
and is expected to be issued this year.

New Deputy Director Reserves Navy
LCDR Margaret Maher, RANR, has been 
posted to the position o f Deputy Director 
o f Reserves-Navy (DDRES-N) in the office 
o f DRES-N, CMDR David Masters,
RANR in Navy Headquarters. LCDR Maher 
can be contacted on Tel: 02 6265 6678,
Fax: 02 6265 1845.

Reserve Regional Pool Manager 
telephone contact details 
NSW & Maritime Command - RRPM

CMDR Andrew Dale, RANR, (02) 9359 4395

HMAS Albatross, Mrs. Anna Kemp, (02) 
4424 1692

HMAS Waterhen, CPO Tracey Cummins, 
(02) 9926 2520

HMAS Coonawarra, LS Helen Wilson,
(02) 8935 5785

Queensland -  RRPM

LEUT Penny Attlee, RANR, (07) 3332 3593

HMAS Cairns, CPO Mark Lea, (07) 4035 8357

South - Victoria, Tasmania & South 
Australia - RRPM

LCDR Janine March, RANR, (03) 5950 7710

Tasmania -  PO Kerry Norman, (03) 
62377239

South Australia -  LS Kirsty Semmens, (08) 
8305 6365

Western Australia -  RRPM

LEUT Jo Pappin, RANR, (08) 9553 2959 

A C T -R R P M

LCDR Paddy Flynn, RANR, (02) 6266 6612

Exercise Executive Stretch at HMAS Cerberus 
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Defence Families
Defence Families of Australia 
Who are we and what do we do?

DFA
A W it Dtftttif Families

By Caragh Waller, Convenor 
Defence Families of Australia

Defence Families o f Australia (DFA) 
was originally formed in 1986. Since 
then we have been your official 
representatives and have worked 
energetically and voluntarily to 
improve conditions for all ADF 
families.

Our aim
Our aim is simple. Defence Families 
o f Australia is here to improve the 
quality o f life for ADF families by 
providing a recognised forum for 
your views, and influencing policy 
that directly affects families. We are 
families working for and with other 
Defence families to make a real 
difference.

Our patron
Our patron is Julia Anderson, wife of 
The Hon John Anderson, M.P.
Deputy Prime Minister and Leader of 
the National Party.

How we operate
ADF families can contact Defence 
Families o f Australia to represent 
them regarding an individual 
situation or to advocate an issue 
concerning many families.

The Convenor and volunteer 
Delegates work directly with 
Regional Managers and local 
Commanding Officers to clarify or 
resolve issues affecting local 
families.

The Convenor meets regularly with 
the Minister Assisting the Minister 
for Defence, the Chief o f the Defence 
Force, and the Head o f Defence 
Personnel Executive to report and 
make recommendations on behalf of 
ADF families.

Defence asks DFA for your 
views
Defence Families o f Australia is 
recognised as a group which all the 
major parties rely on to provide 
feedback on the views and interests 
o f ADF families. Defence, DHA and 
Toll Transitions actively consults 
with us to gauge our views on 
different policies.
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XO o f HMAS Newcastle, LCDR Steven Hughes greets his family on his return from the Gulf

The Convenor, Caragh Waller, sits on many 
Defence Committees to represent our 
interests and ensure that Defence policies 
meet our needs as ADF families.

Ongoing issues nationally
We are currently working on many 
important national issues including housing 
policy, spouse employment, childcare, 
remote localities and children’s education.

Would you like to be more 
involved?
Call your local delegate to make contact 
with us and perhaps provide comments on 
any issue of concern to you.

You may also like to leave your address 
details on our 1800 100 509 number and 
register as a Family Network Member.

As a member o f the Defence Families of 
Australia Family Network, you will receive 
a bi-monthly newsletter.

This will update you on what policies are 
being reviewed by Defence and what

impact there may be on Defence family 
life.

National DFA Delgates - call 
them to register your interest
North Queensland Debbie Holland 
(07)4725 1459

South Queensland Kylie Hutchins
(07) 3869 1120

Central/Northern NSW Peta Renwick
(02)9771 0910

Victoria/Tas Ruth Tindale
(03) 9974 2080

South Australia Kathym Lewis
(08) 8359 4110

Northern Territory Sue Donnelly 
(08) 8981 1464

Western Australia Kate Mathews 
(08) 9385 6181

ACT/Southem NSW Robyn Ritchie 
(02) 6255 5563
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WHAT IS SEATALK?
This is your chance to influence the future of 
your magazine.
By LCDR Judith Rowe, RANR, Editor SeaTalk

SeaTalk has been around since 1987 
and as stated in the very first edition, 
the magazine aims at improving 
communication. SeaTalk provides 
personnel related information on pay 
and conditions o f service, uniforms, 
family support, training etc that is 
likely to be o f interest to at least 
some o f our readers in each instance.

Our readers include Permanent and 
Reserve Force members and their 
families, as well as Divisional staff, 
other relevant authorities within 
Navy and the Defence organisation 
and the wider Navy community.

SeaTalk is mailed to the home 
address (as listed on PMKeyS) of 
married and de facto Naval personnel 
and all Naval Reserve personnel as 
well as being available at the place of 
work o f all Naval personnel. If you 
know of someone who does not have 
access to a copy, please let me know.

SeaTalk is not an official reference 
but aims to explain policy on 
conditions of service and other 
personnel related matters in an easy 
to understand manner. Wherever 
possible, official Navy and Defence 
publications and instructions are 
referenced or a point of contact 
provided to steer readers to

appropriate sources for more detailed 
information.

Articles are always welcome but the 
content should be o f interest to the 
wider Navy audience and should not 
be used as a forum for airing 
personal grievances or opinions.

Feedback
Any feedback, both positive and 
negative would be very much 
appreciated. For instance, do you 
think that SeaTalk in its current form 
is a useful publication? Do you and 
your spouse and/or family read it? 
What would you like future editions 
to include articles on?

The cover o f SeaTalk regularly 
changed over the years before 
standardising with the Brand Navy 
fonnat in 2002. The last edition 
introduced article highlights on the 
cover to draw readers’ attention to 
major articles. Has this worked?

The first edition for 2003 introduced 
a new internal layout for the 
magazine. Does this layout make it 
easy to read? Do you think SeaTalk 
should change its style/approach?

It is your magazine so please send 
any comments and/or suggestions to 
seatalk@defencenews.gov.au
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Library services
HMAS Penguin Library - Then and Now

By Jaakko Tarhala

The HMAS Penguin Library is part 
o f the Defence Library Services 
Sydney (CSI-SC region) and has 
been in existence since 1969. During 
this time the methods of delivery of 
library services have changed 
significantly.

In striving to meet the continuing 
needs of library clients the Defence 
Library Service (DLS) has recently 
developed an Internet site to deliver 
selected library services: 
http://www.defence.gov.au/library

The existence and development of 
such technologies plays an important 
role in the delivery of library 
services, allowing base libraries such 
as HMAS Penguin to interact on a 
variety o f levels with their clients.

The early days.
The library, at HMAS Penguin, is 
strategically and scenically perched 
upon Sydney’s Middle Head, next 
door to Balmoral Beach and at the 
entrance to the harbour famously 
declared by Governor Phillip to be 
the ‘finest in the world’.

The library came into existence in 
support o f the RAN’s School of 
Underwater Medicine (SUM), which 
was founded in 1963 as the Navy’s 
centre for diving and submarine- 
related medical research and education.

In 1969, Surgeon LCDR Carl 
Edmonds, then OIC of the School, 
was called on to treat a diver who 
had been poisoned by an unidentified 
sea creature. As he was at that time 
new to the subject o f marine poisons, 
LCDR Edmonds phoned the Sydney 
Poisons Information Centre. The best 
person to speak to, the centre told 
him, was Dr Edmonds over at 
Penguin, the Navy base at Balmoral.

It became obvious that no other 
organisation had the mission and 
facilities to gather information on 
dangerous marine animals, and the 
School took on a new role as a centre 
for information on this and other 
fields relevant to the subject of 
diving medicine.

Up to then the unit had maintained 
relatively rudimentary library 
facilities, consisting o f a collection of 
documents held in a stores area. The 
decision was made to establish a 
formal library with whatever means 
were available.

Desks, shelves and other furniture 
had to be petitioned from other units. 
Books were shelved from a trundle, 
or trolley, borrowed from Balmoral 
Naval Hospital.

Since that time the library has 
developed to play a fundamental 
supporting role in locating,
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HMAS Penguin, Middle Head, Sydney

collecting, delivering and organising 
information relevant to the field of diving 
medicine.

In 1974 much material was lost to angry 
seas when a tropical cyclone resulted in 
waves smashing into the SUMU building 
and a foot o f water lapping at the library’s 
shelves. This episode prompted the transfer 
o f the collection to a higher floor, away 
from the reach o f Mother Nature. The 
collection itself has since much recovered 
following the addition o f materials selected 
by John Pennefather, SUMU’s resident 
science officer, over the subsequent 
decades.

In 1988 a Commando parachutist entered 
the library via the roof, not in a desperate 
attempt to return a book before its due date, 
but rather in a misdirected endeavour to 
land on a designated target in Sydney 
Harbour. The unsuspecting librarian was 
sitting beneath the point of entry, but 
luckily suffered no more than a dusty cup of 
tea. The para received a broken leg for his 
troubles, although fortunately the best 
medical references were close at hand on 
the library’s shelves.

The quirks o f life at a Royal Australian 
Navy Base have provided the library staff 
with interesting diversions. Librarians have 
been ‘volunteered’ to act as mock patients 
in medical emergency trials, for instance in 
the replication o f near-drowning incidents 
in the flooding chambers o f warships. All 
attempts at resuscitation have so far been 
reported as successful.

The Library Today
Times have changed - floods, and airborne 
assaults have been replaced by the world of 
benchmarks, statistics and mission 
statements. Navigation o f the Dewey 
system can lead clients to their desired 
publications, or these can be obtained if 
necessary from any o f the other 22 libraries 
within the Defence network.

In this modem technological era the sources 
of information have multiplied, and the 
Defence Library Service provides personnel 
with access to a multitude o f online sources 
of information, including subscription-only 
services such as Janes Information. This is 
in accordance with the Defence Library 
Service mission to help personnel perform 
to their full potential by providing the right
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information at the right time and in the 
preferred format.

Collection strengths
Penguin library’s collection consists of 
thousands o f books and scores o f journal 
titles primarily focused on the topics of 
Medicine, Hydrography, Clearance Diving 
and Underwater Medicine.

The library maintains the extensive 
RANSUM collection o f journal articles and 
academic papers pertaining to the topic of 
Underwater Medicine, with an archive of 
documents going back over thirty years.

It should be emphasised that other 
Defence-related subject fields are 
supported by document delivery from the 
entire Defence Library Service, which 
together holds a collection of over 400,000 
books and hundreds o f journal titles 
covering a wide range of Defence-related 
subject disciplines.

That’s quite a lot o f information you can 
access from a single library card.

To find out what’s available in the 
collection, a search o f our catalogue can be 
made from any Defence location at any 
time using our Intranet home page at 
http://library.dcb.defence.gov.au

24/7 access is also provided to a selection 
o f databases and online journals through 
the Defence Library Service Internet home 
page, which can be found at 
http: //www. de fence .gov. au/1 ibrary

Information Services
For personnel who wish to keep up-to-date 
on particular topics, a Current Awareness 
Service is offered, which includes the 
forwarding to clients o f relevant journals or 
their contents pages. Delivery can be made 
in either hard copy or online format to 
work or email addresses.

News alert services are also available from 
the esteemed Factiva News service, which 
provides all the latest relevant news from 
the most reputable news sources.

Library staff are also available to assist 
staff in finding Defence-related information 
for research projects, presentations, 
briefings and papers.

Assistance is always available in finding 
information through catalogues, indexes, 
databases, the Internet, Defweb and other 
information services. Material can be 
obtained on your behalf from almost any 
book or journal held in Public and 
Specialist libraries around Australia as well 
as from subscription-only databases.

The HMAS Penguin Library is open 
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
0800 to 1600, phone 02 9960 0322.

Outside these hours assistance may be 
obtained by contacting the Sydney-Defence 
Plaza Library on 02 9377 2309, or by 
email at dls.sydney@defence.gov.au, or by 
phoning the National Defence Library 
Helpdesk on 133 139.

Send them to: 
W  The Editor, SEA TA LK, 

R8-LG-029, Russell Offices, 
CANBERRA A C T  2600  

or E-mail to: 
seatalk@ defencenews.go v. ait
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Naval reunion 2004
Sailors, both young and old, and their families 
are invited to a celebration of Naval service
If you are, or were, a member o f an Allied 
Naval Service, including Fleet Air Arm, 
Medical Service, Women’s Naval Services, 
Marines, Special Forces, National Service, 
Merchant Navy and Cadets, please join in 
our Celebration o f Naval Service, the 
National Naval Reunion 2004, over the 
period 1-8 August 2004.

The National Naval Reunion 2004 plan is 
for an eight-day programme comprising a 
series of social and entertainment events to 
enable social interaction of the participants 
and to provide an opportunity to renew or 
refresh old acquaintances. The activity 
programme will include city and country 
day tours, ship visits, luncheons and 
dinners, concerts, social games and a 
Maritime, Leisure and Retirement Expo to 
name a few.

The event will culminate in a march 
through the streets of Sydney, past the 
Martin Place Cenotaph, a Salute at the 
Sydney Town Hall and conclude with a 
short Service in Hyde Park South.

National Naval Reunion 2004 
(Incorporated) comprises a board of six 
volunteers dedicated to ensuring the 
success o f the event. The Board will 
oversee a number of voluntary Project 
Committees who will assist in the 
planning, organisation and execution of 
specific tasks within the project, and will 
work with corporate sponsors for other 
major aspects o f the project.

Volunteer support is sought for 
membership o f sub-committees to assist in

the organization and management of 
specific activities within the project.

Significant interest and support has been 
indicated from Federal, State and Local 
Government and a number o f high profile 
corporate sponsors have also expressed 
great interest in supporting the project.

The Board is proud to announce the full 
support o f the Royal Australian Navy, and 
that VADM C. Ritchie AO RAN, Chief of 
Navy, has accepted our invitation to be the 
patron o f this event.

Although still in the infancy o f planning 
and advertising, the project has already 
attracted a great deal o f publicity within 
Australia and internationally. The 
Committee has early indications that point 
towards 50,000 participants over the course 
o f the event.

Project funding will be drawn from 
corporate sponsorship, registration fees, 
social event entry fees and merchandising. 
Organisation and management will 
primarily be on a voluntary basis. Surplus 
proceeds will be donated to the Sir David 
Martin Foundation at the conclusion o f the 
event.

For more information visit the following 
website:
www.nationalnavalreunion2004.org.au 
or call the Registration & Information 
Hotline - 1800 065 105

The above is an edited version o f  some o f  
the information on the National Naval 
Reunion 2004 web site.
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